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TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED ALTIMETER
By W. G. BEOMBACEERand F. COEDEEO
SUMMARY
The. usual type of cdtimeter contairw a pre8sure element, the dejections of w7M are approxi-
mately proportional to preswre changes. An ecenly divided altitude 8cale is weured by using a
mechanism between the pressure element and pointer which D“resthe required motwn of the pointer.
A temperature-compensated altimeter was conducted at the Bureau of iYtan&rd8 for the Bureau
of Aeronautics of the Nauy Department which contained a manuully operated devicefor controlling
the multiplication of the mechanism to the extent necessary for temperature compensation. Tile
itirodudion of this detice made it dij%ult to adjust the multiplying mechanism to jit an euenly
ditied altitude scab. To meet this dij%culty a pressure e7ement was designed and constrtied
wliich gaw dq?ectwne which were proporticmd to altitude; that i8, to the logat-t”thmof the pres~ure.
Mztfiemabdly, the bgarithmie stijfness W of the element equuk
#lo&P
dy
from which is deriwd the dejection yfor the cfiange in pr&8urefrom Po to P
loge P–loge P.
v= s’
Tha element consisted of a metal bellowsof tfie .@phon type coupled to an internul helical spring
which w &signed so a8 to have a mu-idle number of actice coils. This report presed8 a descrip-
tion of and laboratory data reluting to the special pres8ure element for tfie altimeter. In addita”on
equuti”owwhich apply generaUy to 8pm”ngsand prtzwure element8 of cwwtant logarithmic s#i#ne8s
are d.emloped, including the dejlectwn and tti spacing behceen the coiil in terms of the cmstants
of the h-slid spring and pre88ure element.
INTRODUCTION
An altimeter is a pressure-measuring instrument calibrated in altitude according to the
altitude-presmre reIation of a standard atmosphere. It consists essentially of two parts, one
the pressure element and the other the multiplying mechanism. The latter is that part which
om.nects the pressure ekment to the pointer. & pressure eIements ordinarily have Miections
very nearly directiy porportiomd to pressure changes, a scale evenly divided in aItitude units
requires that the ratio of the linear motion of the pointer to the deflection of the pressure eIe- ‘
ment (multiplying ratio) must vary continuoudy with the air pressure.
In the cm-use of the development of a temperature-compensated altimeter for the Bureau
of Aeronautics of the Navy Department considerable difEcul@ was experienced in obtaining an
evenIy divided altitude scz-de. This was largely due to the restrictions imposed on the mul-
tiplying meohanism by the device by which compensation was made for the effect of air tempera-
ture, which was secured by suitably controlling the multiplication of the motion of the pressure
element. This -wasmanuaIIy contded by a thumb nut by whioh settings were made to cor-
respond b the observed air temperature at the ground lewd. The addition of this extra mech-
anism i%the ahimeter did not appear to permit the adjustment necessary for an evenIy divided
soaIe. It was not considered advisable to change the generaI design of the mechanism.
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Consideration was then given to the possibility of designing a pressure element which would
give deflecticms proportional to changes in altitude (that is, proportional to the logarithm of
the prcxsure) and” thus eliminate the need for a m.echg_@n with a variable multiplying ratio.
The original pressure+lement dmign co@st@ of a “sylphon” bellows enclosing a-steel helical
spring and evacuated in accordance y-it.h usual practicei” The possibilities narrowed down
finally to the modification of the design of the spfi~~-” A successful design was i5naHy found
which gave appro.simately the desired straight-line relation between deflection and altitude in
the altitude range of the altimeter. .
STATEMENTOF THE PROBLEM
The reIation between prgssure and altitude to @ich altimeters are calibrated in the
LTnited States is that of the @andard atmosphere wfich is for altitudes below 35,332 feet,
~m :1:760
Z= 63,691.8 ~ log,, —p (1)
,.
E
.
\
FmnmL-standard altitude verk approxlrmtely u thelm-
rlthm of the * pm-siure
in which Z is the stqndard altitude in fe@, T~ the standard mean temperature for Z, and p the air
.. pressure at altitude.Z in millimetm of mercury.. (l?o~kther details on the standard atmosphere
see References 1, 2,.and 3. For convenknt altitude-p~sufi tabl~, see Reference 3.) An inspec-
tion of equation (1) will show that variat,ione in the temperature term TJ288 are of the second
order compared with those of log ~C This point is brought out in Figure I, in which standard
altitude is plotted against the logarithm of the pressure. ‘l?hedeviation of the curve from a
straight line is so small that for all practical purposes a prewure element with deflections pro-
portional to altitude is secured if the deflections aw proportional to the logarithm of the pressure.
The solution depends entirely on the design of the spring, This was accomplished by
adjusting the spacing between the coils so that the number of active coils of the sprhig gave the
desired stiffness. Thus, if the pressure acting externally on a pressure element containing such
a spring increased, the number of active coils deckased and vice vema. The inactive coils,
being in contact, could no,t contribute to the deflection.
.
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It is necessary for the purpose of design to obtain a reIation between the spacing between
the coik of the spring ofa “logarithmic pressure element” and the position on the spring. The
latter may be best located by giving the distance on the spring wire starting from the bottom of
the spring. The following assumptions me fundamental:
--
1. The unmodified pressure element gives a straight line relation between pressure and
deflection for the working pressure range.
2. A hekd spring is used.
3. The reIation between spring stitlnees s and length of active wire 1is
‘=+T
where K is a constant.
P
9
~
if f eren tial pressure
Frmm il-TyD[cd curve forIogerftbnio element
#l= LogPI,Y#-J=P
P
.—
I I
r A
p-o
==4===2
!.
-==i+b-—
~ r Ja~
Fmrm3.-Crmsection of pressureelem.au
DESIGN OF SPRING FOR LOGARITHMICPRESSURE ELEMENT
DEFINITIONS
P= the ditlerential air pressure in pounds per square inch acting on the premre
element.
P. refers to the value at sea level atmospheric pressure;
pb to the vsdue below which alI of the spring mire wiLlcontri@te to the d~ection;
PI to the value in the region P=to l’b;
P, to zero differential pressure.
See Figures 2 and 3.
S’= the stiness of the pressure ekment in pounds per inch corresponding to values
of the pressure P.
y= the deflection of the pressure element in inches corresponding to values of the pres-
sure P.
S’= the logarithmic stiHness of the pressure ekment.
s = the stiihesa of the spring in pounds per inch; the various valum correspond to the
pressure P.
1= the length of the active portion of the spring wire in inches; the various values
correspond to the pressure P. 1 is measured from the bottom of the spring to the
top. It forms a convenient way of locating points on the spring; thus l= Ois the
bottom of the spring, 1=1* is top, and 1=L is the length of spring w~e which is
a~ti~e when the pressure ekrnent is subject to pressure PI, and marks the Pokt on
the spring below which the spring wire is active, and above which, inactive.
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The corresponding values of the various quantities are given in the following table:
P
Pa
PI
h--”””””
o
Sd= the
p= the
AR=the
d, and&= the
/s 8 1
& : 8= la
& m 81 21
& l/b 8b tb
Sb lie &’b lb
stiffness of the sylphon in pounds per inch.
gas pressure inside of the pressure element. This is zero. “SeeFigure 3.
equivalent area of the aylphon in square inches.
diameter in inches, respectively, of the circumscribing and inscribing cyl-
inders of the sylphon bellows.
T= the radius of the spring coils in hchek- ~ ““
a= the radius of the spring wire k kchesl
G= the modulus in torsion of ths:spring material in pounds per square inch.
X.= the sum of the spat@ between all of the coils of the spring in inches between
points & and G, measured on a gh;ratrix of the cylinder passing through the
center line of the wire. The spacing is that when the pressure element is
subject to the ~erentid pressure Ph.
X=’ = the same. as X= except that it refers to the value of X. between points on the
S@lg ~ =11+ 2%7and l&
X.= the spacing in inches between two adjacent coils measured between poigts on
the spring 11and 4. See Figures 3 and 4. It equals X. – X=’ and therefore
is the value when the pressure element is subiect to a differential pressure Pb.
(a) ““(b) (d
—
.—
. . .
FIGUEW4
THEORY.—The stiflness of a pressure element is the sum of stiffneases of the elements.
(Reference 5.)
8=8+ii (2)
The stiffness of the aylphon or diaphragm capsule s~ is usually small in comparison to that of
the spring.
The commonly used helical spring formulas given for w
8 =~ (a _.
in which
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In-order to meet the conditions, the deflection of the pressure element shouId be propor-
tional to the standard altitude which, as shown in Figure 1, is very cIosely proportional to the
logaritbm of the pressure in the ahitude range, Oto 15,000 feet.. That is,
.
d log. ACP1
h =a consh.n~’
in which ~~ equaIa for a sylphon, -
ztc=~ (d,’+ d,’) (Reference 4).
Further,
and by the definition of sttiness,
‘~pl A, ~L$=—=dy,
(5) . -.-–.
(6)
(7)
(8) —
From equations (2), (7), and (8), adding the proper subscripts,
Substituting fors horn equation (3) and evaluating for ~1
. p,=w
(9)
(lo)
This gives the rekdion between 11and the pressure PI.
In the region PI to P., it foIlom directly from equation (5), that
—
(11]
Noting equations (2) and (9) it follows that
.. .—
81=sl —8&=Aes’P1—& (12)
The deflection, y, –y~ is
,e-,b=~
.— . .
(13)
8Pis here a constant, that for the spring when aII of its kmgth is acting.
It is desired to find a relation between the length of the spring wire and the gap or spacing
between the coik.
.—
Let the reference point be chosen at the condition when the pressure equals Pb, that is,
the evacuated pressure element is subjected to the external pressure at which all the cods of
the spring are active, but start to go out of action as the pressure is increased. See Figure 4.
As the pressure is increased to a given value ~1, the remdting deflection may be divided into .
two parts, that due to the part of the spring active at ~1, and that due to the part of the spring
which has gone out of action in the pressure interval Pb to PI. Let the component of the “ “. -
deflection of the eIement due to the coik which are active at pressure PI, that is from l= O to
1, be designated by y,’. The other component is X=. Then
%-yl=yl’+x. (14)
The component VI’is
~,,=At(P,–P,)
81+ 8&
(15)
The above expression for y,’ is derived as follows: In Figure 4(b) the pressure element is sub-
ject to pressure ~1 and the spring has an instantaneous sti.tlness 81and a definite active portion .-
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of length Il. Referring now to Figure 4(a), if only the deflection of the portion of the spfing 11
.—
that is vI’, be considered for the preswme ohange PbtoPI,itk“seen that the stiffness of the spring
is constant and equal to 81. The expression for VI’thcin follchv#from the definition of stifhess,
noting that the stiffnes9 of. the element .is.81+ e~. ____.-
The value of XWis determined introducing tine value of ~1given”in equation (11].
Xm=yl–yl’–ya=– log, P,–log. P=_A,(P,–Pb) .Yb
s;”+8~ “ (16) ““-
Substitute in equation (16) for Pl,the value given in equation (10) and for ~~~~~from equa-
tion (9).
(17)
Let h be defined by k– 11= 2n-r. (18)
Then if 1,be substitgtedfor k in equation (17) there is obtained
-..
[ 1[-L?’=+, loge?’(l + s~~ h) _ 1 1,(1-!-sd~ 1,)4(1 + SJ2-Z=) 1F–&S(I+SdK la]‘Yb (19)
It is-evident that. the di&wence Xn - X~’ gives -the spacing between adjacent coik of the
spring in terms of the length of the spring wire; Th~t is
x.=x.- x;; (20) -
It should be noted. @at 1, the @gth of the wire is always the length of the active wire. The
convention is here conveniently adopted of measti~” the wire length from the bottom of the
spring to the top, the eoik at the top going out of a&ion as the pressure inoreasea.
Equation (2o) applies to preasum eknnents” Cc@@@ & @iaF~aagm or sylphon and a
helical spring and is based on the following assumptions:
(a) The sylphon or diaphragm gives a straight&e pre~ure-deflecticm curve.
(b) The deflection is zero when the extern~ p~ure is equal to the atmospheric pressure
and is approximately zero. inside of the pressure e.kgent.
(c) The deflection is positive when the external pressure decreases and is proportional to
the logarithm of the pressure for all values in the range f~m atmospheric to Pb. See Figure 2.
,.,
DESIGN OF LOGARITHMICHELICALSPRING
In tiew of the relatio~. just developed there is no difficulty in arriving at the design equation
for a simple helical compression spring, the deflection of whioh is directly proportional to the
logarithm of the load,
Tiet L=” the-load in pounds applied b the spring.
Loand L.arerespectively the lower and upper limits of the loads for which the deflec-
tion is logarithmic.
h is a load between Lo and L~.
Y= the deflection of the spring in inches. .
Y.= O,y. and IAcorrapond to the 10ads L. L. and ~.
the length of the spring wire in inch=, the subscripts corresponding to those for
L. tismeasured from th~ bottom end of the spring.
the sum of the spacing between all of the coils of the spring in inches from the
end 10of the spring wire to any point 11,measured on an element of the cylinder —.
passing through the center line of tie wire, It refers to the spacing when the
spring is subject to the load Lo.
X.’= the same as X. except that it refem to the value of 1. betwe:n the points on the
spr@g ~=~+ 2 mand the top end of the spring 10.
x== the spacing in inch% between two itdjacent coils mess.ured between points on the
spring 11and la. The value is that when the spring is subject to load Lo.
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The expressions for the load-deflection characteristics of a “logarithmic” heIicaI compres-
sion spring are given below. As for the pressure eIement,
d log, L,
dy, = a constan=’ (21)
fkom which
IA=.#oge$ (22)
0
—.
The following relation is also true, in which ~ maybe called the instantaneous stifkss.
From rdations (21) and (23)
SimilarIy as for the pressure element just considered, the sum of the spacing X. between
the coils along an e?.ement in the cylinder passing through the axis of the mire is given the
difference between the total deflection VI and the deflection VI’ due to the coils which remain
active after load ~ is applied. This may be made clearer by assuming tlat the spring is in
two parts, one consisting of the portion of the spring, all the coik of which contribute to the
deflection as the load changes horn ~, to L,and the other of the portion which is fully active
for load ~a and entirely inactive for Ioad ~1. The deflection yl can be assumed as the SUMof
the deflections of the two parts. That is,
yl=x. + yl’ (25)
It is evident that
(26)
Putting in the values of vI’ given in equation (26) and VI from equation (22), equation ‘ “ ‘“-
(25) becomes —
. LI LI–L.
xm=yl-~l’=;log.E –y (27)”
e
~oting equations (3) and (24),
i?, z,– 11
=$Iog, ~x. –—d 1. (2s)
As before, choose L so that
1,-l, =2Tr (~g)
and substituting la for 11in equation (28), X=’ is obtained.
The space X. between any two coik is then given by
x.=x=–x ‘=Llog.G–~+m 8’ 1, 8 10
(30)
(31)
Equation (31) gives the desired rdation between the spacing for adjacent coiIs and the
length of the spring tie.
Equation (31) is identicaI with equation (2o) for the pressure eIement if the stifness of the
sylphon sg is assumed equal to zero.
.—
. ..——. .. .
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DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE OF “LOGARITHMIC’! PRESSURE ELEMENTS””
-.;>
In connection. with the development of the altimeter, four pressure elements were con- .
strutted according b the desigg which had been”preciously found to be satisfactory. It was
found that the deflection-altitude curve of each element varied with the position of the gauge
on the rigid top of the element. due to slight-tilting or cocking of the spring, which was caused
by coik coming into or going out of action. The ani~gnt of this effect is shown in Figure 5,
which gives deflection curves for four angular positions of the measuring gauge on the top of a
pressure element. In each case”the angidar po~tion rit-the proper distance horn the center was
found at which the deflection. was rncist neirl~” nroDortional to the standard altitude or the
-.
logarithm of the pressure.
.
PrsssuG lb/sq in.
FIGURE 9.—Effect of poaltlog on the deflection of piwsure ele-
ment No. 4
I I\\ \N
., PI-*L!73, Wsq h.
.~atmn 6.—Load4etlectlon data for four pressnreelemcntn
. . . . .-
-.
The best curves for the four elements are plotted in F&me 6. The variation in th~maxi-.
mum deflections is somewhat great but offers no ‘difficulty, since the altimeter mechanism
can be easily adjusted to give the proper deflection of the pok-ier. It is essential that th~- ---—
deflection curves be straight lines within close tol~ances. The four elements when inserted
in the altimeters were each found to g&e a satisfactory performance of the instrument. The
range of the altimeter was 15?000feet, which corr=ponds to pi-e-ssurelimits of 760 and 428.$
millimeters of mercury. .
The helical springs were made from chrome-vanadium steel S, A. 13.6145 and were heat
-..
treated. .-.
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The constants of the spring and sylphon of element No. 3 are as follows, the symbols having
the same meaning as in the pretious sections. “
S’ logarithmic stiHness of element.--. ---. --.--. ------= ---.----------.--— 20.9
r radiusof coilsin kchw ---------------------------------------------- 0.405
a radius of wirem inch=-- —---—----——---—------------.---—--------- 0.062
G modulusin torsionin poundsper squarekch---.----------— ------------- 12~10 C
A, equivalentarea of sylphonin squarebch-------------------------------- L 27
1*total length of activewireof springin ktiw---------------------—-----.—
1. length of active wireat ~erential presmre of 14.7poundsper square inch in
tiches------_--------_ -------_ --__ --------------------------"----
P. differentialpressurein poundsper square inch (zeroaltitude)_____________
Ph ~erential pressurein poundsper squareinoh (25,750feet altitucie)-----—---
U~the stiffnessof the sylphonin pmnds per inc@ approximately- --- --------—
s= the stiffness of the spring in pounds per inch when the pressure is 14.7 pounds
per square incL -------------------------------------------------
~b the stiffness of the spring in pounds per inoh when W the wire is active -------
S1 the stiffness of the spring in pounds per inch when the differential praaure is
S.29 pounds per square inoh (15,000 feet] ------------------------------
12.7
4.86
’147
&28
6
215
The fundamental constant is the Iogaritbmic s&bss S defined in equation (5) which is
obtained from Figure 6 by determining the slope of the deflection-log p~ure line. Then in
accordance with the relation
S.=SA. P. (9)
the pressure element stiffness ~a was computed, from which the spring stiflnws s=was found by
allowing for the sylphon stithess. It is then poasible to compute 1..
It was assumed that the springs had five turns when aIl coils were active which, whiIe reason-
able, is open to question in view of the end effects which can not be easiIy calculated. Assuming
dl further that equation (9) holds in the region P= to Pb, stifbess N*was that calculated by
use of equation (3) and then pa determined by means of equation (9), noting that the pressure
element stiffness equak the sum of that of the sylphon and spring.
The equkdent area A. was computed by use of fornda (6).
%
A measure of the differences in the four springs may be found in the variation of the due
of S determined from Figure 6.
I !r!aO
!23.0 .
“:
4 %:
The maximum fiber strees of the spring material occurs when the sylphon is evacuated and
thus subject to a diEerential pressure equaI to atmospheric. It was computed to be approxi-
mately 20,000 pounds per square inch.
The spacing bet-iyeen the coils of the heJ.ical spring which is required to gi-re the above-
d=cribed deflection curve will be cah.dated making use of the constante for ekment No. 3..
As derived, the formulas relate to a spring in which the coils progressively go out of action from
one end, while the spring was made so that the coils at each end go out of action as the load is
applied. A modMcation of the latter method may offer the practical advantage of permitting
an arrangement whereby the cocking can be eliminated. If the coils are spaced so,that the two
points of contact are kept 180° apart,, no cocking should theoretically occur.
For the design of this pressure ekment fornuda (2o) can be simplified with little loss in
accuracy by neglecting the stifbss of the sylphon since it is small in comparison with tlat of
the spring. The ratio of the two stiffnesaes varies from 36 to 74 in the working pressure range.
If st=o, formuk (2o} becomes
—
—— -..x==+”10g’?i1: ,. (32)
The spacing X, between adjacent cods of the spring were computed us@ the above
simplified equation.
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CALCULATIONOF COIL SPACING
I Swtix.i;&= :.[
. .
OomnuM defledion of element for PrWW3 OkWee
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The spacing 6f..the constructed spring was such jhat the active portion of spring changed
throughout the pressure interval Oto 14,7 pounds per square inch, however no effort was made to
obtain the logarithmic stiffness outside of the p~We interval 14.7 to 8.30 pounds per square
inch. The total deflection for ekmwnt No. 3 for the pressure change from O to 14.7 pounds
FImnm 7.—Lmd4efleetlon data forelement No. 3
per square inch is 0.079 inch, which compares with 0.094 inch given in the previous table. A
comparison of the computed and measured deflections is given in Figure 7, which, of course, is
significant only for pressures below 8.3 poumls per square inch, since..the amputation is based
on the measured value of S’, the ~ogarithmic sti.fkesg, ..The difference, in the deflection for
pressures below 8.3 pounds per square inch is not. important, since it is easily accounted for
by the difference in the spring as constructed and as &.sumed for computation. The constructed
spring should have the grea~ stiffness under a given load because part of the coils are always
out of action.
A measure of the smoothness of the deflection .Qfthe pressure element is given in Figure 8.
The corrections to be applied to the altimeter readings are plotted against its readings. It
will be-noticed that the curves have a discontinuity at a reading in the region 5,000 h 7,000
feet (pressures, 12.2 to 11.4 pounds per square inch) which amounts tu approximately 260 feeh
or 1.6 per cent of 15,000 feet, and is approximately equivalent @ a deflection of 0.0005 inch
..-
—-
—
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of the pressure ekment. It is probably due to an irregukity in the spacing between the coils
or to lack of smoothness in the surface of the spring wire. .b idea of the elastic hysteresis of
the pressure element is also given in Figure 8. This is the difference in the correction at the
same reading for pressures decreasing and increasing. The maximum vvdue for the instrument
is about 90 feet, or 0.6 per cent of the maximum rangel and is no doubt materially lower for
the pressure eIement. There is remarkably IittIe difference in the corrections for instrument
temperatures of +25° and –30° C.
The authors desire to acknowledge the interest and encouragement of IXeut. hf. F. SchoeffeI,
United States Xavy, during the progress of the work.
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CONCLUSION
The potibfity of constricting a prame ~emmt for ~tieters whic~ will eliminate the
necessity for a variable mdtiplfig ratio in order ~ obtti m evenly divided altitude scale
has been demonstrated. FOIUswh prwme &mente were Comhuctid. It was found possible
to use any of the elementi in the altimeter Nthout mtig more thu a routine and simple
adjustment in the multiplying mechanism. The smoothness of operation of the pressure ele-
merh of logarithmic stifTnes9requires some improvement. This improvement can be obtained
by more experience in the selection of the spacm used for secfig the vtiable pitch of the
SPringS and by investigating in greater detail the effect of surface irregularities in the spring
wire due ta heat treatment.
Roughly, the required multiplication of the deflection of a presswe eIement at 20,000 feet
is twice, and at 40,000 feet four times that at sea leveI. II is evident that the .difhculty of “
securing an evenly divided altitude scale increases with the range of altimeters. For high-
range instruments of the ordin~ type it might be prwticd to use the logarithrnio pressure
element and thus eliminate the n~easity of adjusting the multiplying mechanism in order to
obtain proper motion of the pointer.
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